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ABSTRACT 
This paper gives a solution to an inverse eigenvalue problem of nonnegative 
matrices which was proposed by Miroslav Fiedler. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1996 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper we use the following notation: R1 is the set of all 
real numbers. p(A) denotes the spectral radius of square matrix A. AT 
stands for the transpose matrix or vector of A. A matrix A is said to realize a 
set of n numbers (A,; A,, . . . , A,,), where A,, . . . , A, are considered un- 
ordered, if A,, . . . , A,, are the eigenvalues of A and if p(A) = A,. Denote by 
S, the collection of all n-tuples of real numbers which are realized by a 
symmetric nonnegative matrix. If Aj (j # 1) appears k times in (A,; A,, . . . , 
A,,), we write (A,; A,, . ..,[k] X 5,. . . , A,). 
The following open (and seemingly very difficult) question was introduced 
by Hershkowitz [2]: 
PROBLEM H. Is every real spectrum 
trum of a symmetric nonnegative matrix? 
of a nonnegative matrix the spec- 
This problem is still unsolved. M. Fiedler proposed the following prob- 
lem, which is a special case of problem H. 
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PROBLEM F. The n X n matrix 
A,, = 
‘0 1 0 0 *** 0 0 
1010 ..a 0 0 
1101 *** 0 0 
. . . . ., . . . . . . 
iii i *** 0 i 
,1 1 1 1 *** 1 0 
is elementwise nonnegative and has all eigenvalues real: - 1 with multiplicity 
[n/2] and 
kr 
4 cos2 - 
n+2 
- 1, k=l,...,n- 3. 
[ 1 
Does there exist a symmetric nonnegative matrix cospectral with A,,? 
This paper will give a positive answer to this problem. For our purpose, 
we need the following lemma given by M. Fiedler [3]: 
LEMMA~.~. Z~(~,;(Y,,...,(Y,)ES,,(P~;P~,...,P,)~S~,~~~&~ 
max(O,p, - (Ye), then (a, + E;P~ - E, az,..., ~,,,~Pz,...~P,J E Sm+,,. 
Proof. If or > /3r, M. Fiedler proved that 
( a1 + E; p1 - E, CQ, . . . > ff,, PZ> . . * 3 PJ E %+n for any E 2 0. 
If a1 < pl, let ,sr = E + (or - & > 0; then (a, + E; PI - E, ff~g,..., a,, 
P 2,...’ p,) = (PI + El; a1 - 81, PZ,...> P,> ~27-*.7 4 E %+n. . 
From this lemma we can deduce the following three simple results: 
(1.2) If A, > iA21 and A, E R’, then (A,; A,) can be realized by the 
symmetric nonnegative matrix 
’ A, + A, 
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(1.3) If A, > I Ail, A, z A, and A, t A, + A, > 0, then (A,; A,, A31 E S,. 
Proof. If Ai 2 0 (i = 2,3), let 
0 2 A,, let 
A(3) = diag(A,, A,, A,); if A, > A, > 
Al + A.3 4 - 4 \ 
0 
2 2 
A(3) = A, - A, A, + A, 
0 ; 
2 2 
\ 0 0 A, 1 
if Ai < 0 (i = 2,3), let 
' A, + A, + A, A, + A, - A, dw 
A(3) = f A, + A, - A, A, + A, + A3 dq 
d_ Jq 0 
Then (A,; A,, A& can be realized by A(3). m 
(1.4) If A, > (hi), Ai E R1 (i = 2,3,4), and A, + A, + A, + A, > 0, then 
(A,; A,, A,, A,) E S,. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that A, > A, > A,. If 
A, > 0, then A(4) = diag(A,, A,, A,, A4) realizes (A,; A,, A,, A4). 
If A, > A, > A, > 0 > A,, then (A,; A,, As, A,) can be realized by the 
matrix 
'A, + A, A, - A, 0 0 \ 
1 A, - A, A, + A, 0 0 
A(4) = 2 0 0 2A, 0 ' 
0 0 0 2A,) 
If A, 2 A, 2 0 > A, a A, and A, 2 IA,1 = -A,, then (A,; A,, A,, A,) is 
realized by the matrix 
1 A, + A, A, - A, 0 0 \ 
1 - 
A(4) A, A, A, 
+ 
A, 
0 0 
= 2 0 0 A, A, A, A, . + - 
\o 0 A, - A, A, + A,, 
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If A, > A, 2 0 > A, > A, and A, < lA31, let 
A(4) = ; 
A, + A, + A, -t A, A, + A, + A, - A, 8 6 
A, + A, + A, - A, A, + A, + A, + A, S s 
S S 0 -2A, 
s s -2A, 0 
where 6 = ,/ - ( A, -t A3)( A, + As) . Then A(4) is a matrix which realizes 
(A,; A,, A,, Ad). 
If A, 2 0 > A, > A, > A,, let 
’ A, + A, + A, + A, A, + A, + A, - A, - 2(4 + %)A, \ 
A = ; A, + A, + A3 - A, A,+A,+A,+A, +2(A,+Az)A, , 
\ J- 2(A, + AdA, \/- 2(A, + A,)A, 0 I 
Then A(4)= (& ‘c) realizes(Al;A,,As,A,). n 
Moreover, we have the following two special examples: 
EXAMPLE 1.5. If a > 0, then (1 + a; 1 - u, - 1, - 1) is realized by the 
symmetric nonnegative matrix 
IO 1 a/2 a/2 
A(4) = $2 
0 a/2 a/2 
a/2 0 1 
\ a/2 a/2 1 0 
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EXAMPLE 1.6. If a z 1. then (1 + a; 1 - a, - 1, - 1) can be realized by 
1 
A(4) = 
1 
the symmetric nonnegative matrix 
0 
a2 - 1 
/------ 3 
1 
0 
1 
cz2 - 1 
$_ 3 
2. MAIN RESULT AND PROOF 
1 
1 
0 
a2 - 1 
F 3 
a2 - 1 
i--- 3 
J a2 - 1 3 
J a2 - 1 3 
0 
In this section, we shall prove the following 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A,, = [aij], i,j = l,..., n, aij = 1, _j& all i >j, 
‘i i+l = 1 for i = 1,. . . , n - 1, and akl = 0 otherwise. Then there is a 
n&negative symmetric matrix cospectral with A,,. 
Proof. Let the eigenvalue of A,, be A, > A, > .-* 2 A,, then (see [ll) 
hi = 4cos” irr 
2i 
- - 1 = 1+ 2cos -37 
n-t2 n+2 ’ i=1,2,...,n- i [ 1 
hj = 1, j=n- 
[ 1 i + l,...,n. 
We argue cases. 
Case 1. n is an even number. Let n = 2k (k = 1,2, . . . ). 
(la) If k = 21 (I = 1,2,. . _ 1, then the eigenvalues of Ad1 are 
i 
h,=1+2cos-- 21 + 17i- (i = 1,2,...,21) and 
Aj = -1 (j = 21 + 1,...,41). 
72 
From Example 1.5, it follows that 
(Ai;&+i+l> -1, -1) 
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i 
i i 
= 1+2cos- - 
21 rr; 
1 2cos -T7- 
22+1 ’ 
-1 
’ 
-1 
+ 1 i 
can be realized by the matrix 
Aj(4) = 
0 1 
1 0 
irr in- 
2os TG-7 cos 5iTi 
i7r i?l 
3os z-7 cos 21 
irr irr 
cos iii-z cos G-i
in- i7r 
cos E-7 
0 1 
1 0 
for i = 1,2,. . . , 1. Define A, = diag(A,(4), A,(4), . . . , A,(4)); then A, is a 
nonnegative and symmetric matrix that realizes (A,; h,, . . . , A,l). 
(lb) If k = 21 + 1 (I = 1,2,. . . ), then the eigenvalues of AhI+, are 
i 
hi = 1 + 2 cos -7~ (i = 1,2,...,21 + 1) and 
hj = -1 (j = 21 + 1,...,41 + 2). 
Let A,(2) = y A , and let 
i 1 
Ai(4) = 
0 1 
1 0 
i7r i37 
cos z7-i cos iii-z 
isr in- 
cos 21+2 cos iii-T-5 
i7T irr 
cos 2E cos 21+2 
i7r i7r 
cos 21+2 cos G-z 
0 1 
1 0 
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for i = 1,2, . . . . 1. Then (A,; A,, . . . , Adl+, ) is realized by the nonnegative 
symmetric matrix A, = diag(A,(2), A,(4), . . . , A,(4)). So (A,; A,, . . . , A,) E 
S, for any even number n > 2. 
Case 2. If n is an odd number, we again argue cases. 
(2a) Let n = 4k + 1 (k = 1,2,. . . ). Then 
2i 
Ai = 1 + 2cos -7T 
4k+3 ’ 
i = I,2 ,..., 2k + 1, 
Aj = -1, j=2k+2 ,...,4k + 1. 
Suppose that 
3rr 
E~=~-(A~+A~~)=~ cosp-cosp 
4k + 3 
571. 
83 = 2 - (A, + APkpl) = 2 cos ___ - 
4k + 3 
2k - 1 
Ek = 2 - (Ak + Ak+2) = 2 COS -9T - 
4k + 3 
COS 
Obviously, ci > 0 for i = 2, . . . , k. A simple computation shows that 
A, - Ai+l - E~+~ = Ai + A2k_L+1 - 2 > 0, i = I,2 ,..., k - 1. 
It implies 
A, - Ai > i E,, i = 2,...,k. 
==2 
By Example 1.5, we know 
( Ai + Ci; A&i+z, -1, -1) 
2i - 1 2i - 1 
-~1-2cos--- 
4k + 3’ 4k + 3’ 
-1,-l ES3 
1 
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fori=2,3 ,..., k.Let 
2k + 1 
&k+l = 1 - hk+l = 2c0s -T 4k+3 ’ 
Observe that A2k + 1 < 0 and &k+ 1 > 0. We obtain that (A, - Ci=, E, - 
&k+l; ‘hk+lT -1) = (1 - hzk+l; hzk+l, -1) E s, “d(hk+l + C?k+l; -1) = 
(1; - 1) E S, [see (1.2) and (1.311. By Lemma 1.1, we have 
(Al - ( 82 + Eg + *** +Ek); Ak+l, A2k+l, -1, -1) l s,* 
%lCe (hk + &k; hk+2, - 1, - 1) E s,, A, - (E2 + Eg + *** +i?k) - (Ak + 
ck) + ek > 0 and &k B 0, it follows that (by Lemma 1.1) 
(A, - (Ed + *** +&k-l); A,, Ak+l, A2k+l> -1, -1, Ak+p_’ -1, -l) E % 
That is, 
k-l 
Similarly, we have the following results: 
k-2 
A, - c Ez; Ak-1, A,, Ak+l> Agk+l> Ak+z> A/c+s> [61 x - 1 E &i, 
z=2 
(A, - Em; A,,...,Ak+l,Azk+l,Ak+2,Ak+3,...,A2k-l,[2k -21 x - 1) 
E %k-3> 
(h,,;h,,...,hk+l,h2k+l,hk+2,hk+3,...,h2k,[2k]X - 1) E&k+l. 
SdAl;A2,...,A4k+l) E s&+1. 
(2b) Let n = 4k + 3 (k = 0, 1,2,. . . ); then 
2i 
Aj = 1 + 2 cos G+ (i = 1,2,...,2k + 2) and 
Aj= -1 (j=2k+3,...,4k+3). 
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Assume that 
2i 
m - ‘OS 4k + 5 
for i = 2,3,. . . , k + 1. Obviously, ci >, 0 for i = 2,3,. . . , k + 1. Also, we 
have 
A, - hi > b E,) 
z=2 
/ k+l 
ES3, 
i 
(Ai + &ii Azk+s-i> -1, -1) E S,> i = 2,3 ,..., k + 1. 
Similarly to (2a), we obtain that (A,; A,, . . . , A4k + 3) E S4k + 3. 
So we complete the proof. 
i = 2,3 ,..., k + 1, 
n 
3. EXAMPLES 
Let A be a symmetric nonnegative matrix which realizes (al; CQ, . . . , a,) 
and let u > 0, IIu(Je = 1, be an eigenvector corresponding to p(A) = (~1. Let 
B be a symmetric nonnegative matrix which realizes ( P1; &, . . . , P,,> and let 
0 2 0, llvllz = 1, be an eigenvector corresponding to p(B) = P1. If E > 
max(0, p1 - a,), then (a, + E; PI - E, CQ,. . . , a,, &, . . . , P,> is re&d 
by the symmetric nonnegative matrix 
where 6=\I+q-&+E). 
Moreover, C has the eigenvector 
corresponding to cxl + .9 [3]. 
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In fact, the proof process for Theorem 2.1 gives an approach to finding a 
symmetric and nonnegative matrix A,(n) cospectral with A,,. We give A,(5) 
and A,(7) as follows. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. A, has the eigenvalues A, = 1 + 2~0s +7r, A, = 1 + 
2cos$1r, A,=1 +2cos$r, h,=A,= - 1. Let cZ=l - A,=2cos$7r> 
0; then (A, - .s2; A,, - 1) = (2~0s 3~; 1 - 2~0s +rr, - 1) is realized by the 
matrix 
/ 
0 1 cos +7r (2cos f7r - 1) 
A= 1 0 cos $77 (2cos $77 - 1) 
cos $?r (2cos $77 - 1) cos +7r (2cos $7 - 1) 0 
and (A, + E,; - 1) = (1; - 1) is realized by the matrix 
It is easy to verify that an eigenvector of A corresponding to A, - .s2 = 
2~0s 37r is 
1 
Zl= 
2(4cos +r - 1) 
llullZ = 1, and B has the eigenvector o = (l/ &, l/ a)‘, llvllz = 1, associ- 
ated with A, + Ed = 1. 
Let 6 = 2dZ&F&F$; th en (A,; A,, A,, A,, A,) is realized by the 
nonnegative symmetric matrix 
EXAMPLE 3.2. The eigenvalues of A, are A, = 1 + 2 cos in, A, = 1 + 
2~0s $rr, A, = 1 + 2~0s Err, A, = 1 + 2~0s zrr. A, = A, = A, = -1. Let 
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c2 = 2 - (A, + h3) = 2(cos $T - cos $T) > 0; then (A, - Ed; A,, - 1) = 
(2 cos $rr; 1 - 2cos +T, - 1) is realized by the matrix 
( 0 1 cm $97 (2cos $57 - 1) 
A= 1 0 cm +Tr (2cos +T - 1) 
cm $7r (2cos $57 - 1) cm +r (2cos $77 - 1) 0 
/ 
and (A, + Ed; AZ, - 1, - 1) = (1 + 2 cos $7; 1 - 2 cos $T - 1, - 11 = 
(2; 0, - 1, - 1) is realized by the matrix 
Define 
1 
U= 
2(4cos $71. - 1) 
llulln = 1, 
G = i&1,1, l)‘, II&, = 1, 
6 = +(A, - A, - E2) = 2 (cos $r - cos ~7T)(cos $r - co.5 $%-) . 
Observe that Au = (A, - E&, and Bv = (A, + E& So (A,; A,,..., A;) 
can be reahzed by the nonnegative and symmetric matrix 
In the general case, the method of finding A,(n) is the same as in the 
above two examples. 
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